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 80-85% of fast-moving consumer goods 

innovations fail (Nielsen, 2018)

 Innovative products are incongruent with 

existing product categories  Consumers 

need more cognitive effort to evaluate them 

(Meyers-Levy & Tybout, 1989)

 A higher level of cognitive flexibility 

facilitates the evaluation of incongruent 

products (Jhang et al., 2012)

 Research approach: Consumers across 

cultures show different levels of cognitive 

flexibility, which helps explaining innovation 

acceptance

 Appropriate scale to measure cognitive 

flexibility in consumer research 

(the Consumer’s Cognitive Flexibility) is 

needed

What is Consumer‘s 

Cognitive Flexibility?

 The ability of consumers to adapt to the 

diverse shopping environment and the 

continuous launch of new products by 

showing a flexible purchasing behavior 

(own definition).

Study Implications

 The CCFS is a reliable and valid scale in 

Germany and Japan

 In both cultures, Consumer’s Cognitive 

Flexibility is reflected by the same 

three facets

 Consumer’s Cognitive Flexibility shown by 

a higher level of facets Alignment and 

Perspective leads to a higher 

willingness to try innovations

 Consumer’s Cognitive Flexibility shown by 

a lower level of facet Coping leads to a 

higher willingness to try innovative 

products (consumers might be 

overwhelmed by the situation and agree 

without further consideration)

 Future studies may validate the CCFS in 

other countries and with different types of 

innovations or product categories

Developing the Consumer‘s Cognitive Flexibility Scale (CCFS)

?

 Creation of item pool focusing on the purchasing process of consumers

 Discussion of scale items with experts and conduct of cognitive pretest with ten participants

 Test of 26 items with 5-point Likert scale in online survey with representative German 

sample (n=1057)

 Purification of the CCFS to 14 items loading onto three facets 

 Retest of the CCFS with 14 items in online survey with representative German sample (n=696)

 Translation of the CCFS to Japanese and test in online survey with representative Japanese

sample (n=909)

 To test for predictive validity: Presentation of four innovative food products asking for 

willingness to try the products in both countries; products shown were innovative based on 

ingredients, taste, packaging or production process and should not yet be on the market or 

unknown to most consumers

Results

Final CCFS consists of 14 items loading onto 

the following three facets in both countries:

 Coping: Analytical and self-regulated behavior 

to deal with consumption problems

 Alignment: Adjustment of own behavior according

to new consumption situations

 Perspective: Change of perspective when

evaluating information or products

Reliability and validity of the CCFS:

German model:

 Good model fit (χ2(74)=196.513; p<.001; CFI =.959; RMSEA = .049; SRMR = .039)

 Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability of .72 and higher; AVE close or above .50

Japanese model:

 Good model fit (χ2(74)=161.584; p<.001; CFI =.955; RMSEA = .036; SRMR = .043) 

 Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability of .65 and higher; AVE below .50 but good 

composite reliability

Predictive validity of the CCFS in both countries: Based on factor score, respondents were assigned 

to three groups (low, medium & high level) for each facet 

 ANOVA reveals significant group differences for all three facets

Illustration 1: Facets of Consumer’s Cognitive Flexibility

AlignmentCoping

Perspective

The three facets of 

Consumer’s Cognitive Flexibility

Japan        Germany* Mean for willingness to try all four innovative products
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